Classica Assembly Instructions
Drawer Lock Kit

Install the drawer lock into a Rasant Shelf above a drawer.
It is recommended that the Drawer Lock be installed before
assembling the cabinet.
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Step 1: With the front of a Rasant Shelf facing you, flip the
Shelf over onto a hard surface (Keep edge banded surface
to the front).

For a 19" deep Shelf using a 5" Drawer, move the template
5" from the back of the shelf. 19" deep Shelf with 19" deep
Drawer can use this as instructed for a 14" deep Cabinent.
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For 24" deep Cabinet using 19" deep Drawers, place the
template 5" from the back of the shelf. If you are using 14"
deep drawers in a 19" deep Cabinet then place the template
10" from the back of the Shelf.
Step 3: Mark the center of the holes with a center punch or
sharp point.
Step 4: Drill the Center Hole with 3/4" Space bit or 3/4" Hole
Saw all the way through the shelf.
TIP: To avoid the material chipping, drill from one side just until
the tip of the drill bit pokes through. Then, continue drilling the
hole from the other side.
Step 5: Drill two mounting holes on the bottom of the shelf
with a 3/16" drill bit. Drill approximately 3/8" deep. Be careful
not to drill through the shelf.
Step 6: Insert the O-Ring from the top, and insert the Lock
Cylinder from the bottom, securing the O-Ring around the
Lock Cylinder.
Step 7: Secure the lock from the bottom with 2 Euroscrews
(included).
Installed Lock should be in the back right corner of the shelf
when the cabinet is assembled.
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(For 19" deep Shelf with 5" deep Drawer and 24" deep Cabinet with 19" deep Drawers, move this line 5" from rear of shelf.
If you are using 14" deep Drawers in a 24" deep Cabinet, move this line 10" from rear of shelf. )

Step 2: For a 14" deep Shelf position the template (see
template to the right) on the back left corner, close to the
rear cam.
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